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To wholesale price list +7 495 585-81-76 infoelectrotrend.EN We are oﬀering our customers demand
excellent quality product at minimal prices. In our directory you will ﬁnd a wide range of led lights
ﬂoodlights led bulbs T8 bulbs E 27 E14 GU5.3 lights, Armstrong, console lights, led strips and
accessories units power controllers, and more. Also in our catalogue energy saving lamps metal
halide ﬂoodlights ﬂuorescent light ﬁxtures industrial ﬁxtures track lights. Our wholesale customers is
Construction of enterprise organization, municipal educational and medical uchrezhdeniyami ﬁrms
management companies in the housing sector and many others. The most popular among buyers
today is led lighting. What we can oﬀer These lamps are used for lighting shopping centres, business
centres, oﬃces and other areas where you install an outdated ﬂuorescent lamps 4h18. Led lighting
ﬁxtures Armstrong are analogous to the tube of the lamp 4h18 and have many positive
characteristics. These include the long lifespan of the led lamp reliability low energy consumption.
Here you can ﬁnd led recessed or surface mounted luminaire Armstrong which will suit to your
requirements in technical speciﬁcations. To date, this type of lamp are the most acceptable
alternative in modernization of the existing lighting equipment. Led T8 tube is replacement for
conventional T8 ﬂuorescent lamps used in all raster lamps for many decades. The relevance of
installing led bulbs is due to the simplicity of its installation does not require disassembly of the lamp.
This type of lighting has gained immense popularity in street and industrial lighting. Led spotlight has
an immense range of applications ranging from architectural lighting and ﬁnishing portable lighting
for service stations and repair shops. Due to economical energy consumption and long life led
ﬂoodlight is an indispensable source of illumination. For decorative lighting led ribbon is the most
appropriate option. It can bring to life the most intricate and unpredictable lighting solutions. Led strip
light used in decorative lighting ceiling shop Windows advertising structures and much more. The
tape is available in two variants outdoor and waterproof with
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